Abstract
Introduction
Streaming data environments are characterized by huge volumes of data flowing through a computer system. Typically, we don't have storage to retain all the data and we must learn its important characteristics and use them in future. Machine learning approaches assume a static underlying data distribution but this does not hold in streaming environments where data may span months and years and the generating sources may undergo periodic changes. For example, a customer's purchasing practices can change due to weather and economic cycles. In general, the generating sources may drift from one mode of operation to another. This type of change in a system's operating mode is known as concept drift. If there is a concept drift in the data and a fixed classification system continues to do classification then this system is bound to perform erroneously. So it is very important for the classification system to trace this concept drift and evolve to learn, and also use, the new concept.
In many streaming environments historical concepts can reoccur. Information filtering techniques used to learn the news reading preferences of users [6] are an example. News reading preference of a user may change with time. A user can have different choices for mornings, evenings, weekdays, and weekends. In addition a user might surf astrology articles in the beginning of the year and financial articles at the beginning of each quarter. In general, different concepts can occur due to cyclic influences like seasons of a year and non-cyclic factors like inflation or market trend [2] . These distinct conditions can be termed as different Modes of operation giving rise to different concepts embedded in the data streams.
Many concepts in datastreams are likely to reoccur. If a classification system stores only the current mode's concept, the system has to relearn every time a new concept occurs. This significantly affects the performance of the system. Ideally, a classification system for stream data mining should be capable of learning in one pass, must be able to do any-time classification, track the drift in the data over time and remember historically learned concepts.
Related work
Since all data are not available simultaneously in a streaming environment, an incremental learning approach is used. Incremental learning can be seen from two different perspectives, namely, a) greedy approaches and b) non-greedy approaches. Utgoff et. al. [9] and Kalles et. al. [5] use greedy method to construct a tree with the available information. As more data becomes available or as the concept in the data drifts, the tree is restructured. Domingos et. al. propose a non-greedy approach, VFDT [1] in which sufficient statistics about data is maintained at each node in a decision tree. This is updated as and when data streams through. A split is performed at a leaf converting it to a decision node only when the statistics in the node reach Hoeffding's bound. In this work a single tree is maintained for the entire data. As this does not take into consideration the drifting of concepts, CVDFT was developed by Hulten et. al. [3] which gives more importance to newer data than the older data. As in VFDT, sufficient statistics is maintained at each node. Periodically a splitting test is performed for all the nodes. If a new test-attribute is chosen in place of the older one, a subtree is grown for the new test-attribute. When the new subtree starts performing better than the older one, the old one is dropped. Since a single tree is grown, it takes time for the tree to evolve when a concept drift takes place.
Street et. al. use an ensemble approach in streaming ensemble algorithm (SEA) [8] . An ensemble of classifiers is built from sequential chunks of data and classification is performed by majority voting. Size of the ensemble is kept fixed and when a concept drift occurs in the data stream, older classifiers are dropped using aging criterion. Hence SEA maintains only classifiers pertaining to concepts that occurred in the recent past. When a historic concept reoccurs, SEA relearns this concept as if it had never seen the concept earlier. During this relearning phase, ensemble is dominated by classifiers irrelevant to the current concept and this significantly deteriorates the performance of the system. Wang et. al. propose a similar algorithm for mining concept drift [10] . They use weighed ensembles to produce more accurate results. Although this system produces more accurate representation of the current concept in the stream, this system also relearns historic concepts.
We propose a classification system for streaming data containing recurrent concepts. The task of the system is to determine the current concept in the stream and then to classify the stream data points accordingly. This system learns and stores all the concepts occurring in the stream in a library called global set. So, at any point, the system stores information regarding all the historic concepts and is capable of detecting concept drifts in the data. When a concept drifts, the system searches its stored library of concepts to check whether it had already learnt this concept. If yes, the system uses this stored information to represent the new concept rather than relearning the concept. A concept is added to the stored library only if it had never occurred in the past.
Our Approach
Sometimes a system works in multiple modes, each mode having a different data distribution. This is a vital feature of many streaming data situations. This means that by analyzing a specific interval of the stream, information can be inferred to determine the mode, and also to classify data points in the context of this mode.
We represent a streaming data environment using an ensemble of classifiers (decision trees). Each individual classifier for this committee is built from a relatively small data chunk extracted from the sequential data. It has been shown that a committee of classifier can perform better than an individual classifier. Indeed, if individual classifiers are independent of each other, the ensemble behaves even better [4] . We use this as one of the basic features of our approach.
A new classifier is built when the concepts in the datastream drift. In our approach we don't delete the historic classifiers, but store all the classifiers in a global set. This is done so that we can reuse these classifiers to retrieve the historic concepts, if they reoccur. If not for this, the system has to learn a reoccurring concept again and again. So the global set of concepts, at any-time is likely to contain classifiers built to represent different concepts. If the entire global set is used as an ensemble for classification, the system performs erroneously, because irrelevant classifiers end up contributing to the classification of data. So, only those classifiers which are pertinent to the current concept in the data stream should be used for the purpose of classification. Our challenge is to select only relevant classifiers from the global set to form an ensemble set, and create a new classifier when none is found. We use a filter which screens the existing classifiers and allows only relevant ones to participate in an ensemble. To be selected the classification error of a classifier on the immediately preceding data points in the stream is taken into account. Wang et. al. use the error of a classifier that predicts randomly for this purpose [10] . A classifier is said to predict randomly, if the probability of data point x being classified to a class c is equal to c's class distribution in the current data chunk.
If there are c possible classes in the data, classification error of a classifier that predict randomly is:
where P(c) = c's class distribution.
This MaxMSE stands for minimum mean square error. Wang et. al. have used MaxMSE as the filtering criterion [10] . All the classifiers which perform better than a classifier predicting randomly (those producing less error than MaxMSE) are included in the ensemble set. Intuitive basis for this is that a classifier is performing poorly if its classification error is equal to or greater than MaxMSE. If MaxMSE is kept as the absolute filtering criterion, those classifiers which are minimally better than a classifier predicting randomly, also participates in the ensemble set. These are poor classifiers and affects the performance of the system. To overcome this problem, we use an AcceptanceFactor whose value is such that: 0 < AcceptanceFactor < 1. Instead of using MaxMSE as the ceiling to select a classifier from global set, a fraction of it, AcceptanceFactor times MaxMSE, is used as the upper bound. Depending on the value of the AcceptanceFactor, classifiers which show minimal improvement to MaxMSE are blocked from participating in the ensemble set. Our discussion is in two phases, Training and Testing. Here the assumption is that there is an oracle available which on request labels the data correctly. The cost of labeling using this oracle is very high. Hence labeled data is used only in Training phase. Testing is performed during the run time.
Algorithm Ensemble Building
Input: Data stream with class labels available intermittently, τ = Permitted error α = Classifier Precision Output: A set of classifiers, Global set G, G= {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ,.., C n } Classification of Testing data 1. Global set ←G { }; 2. Ensemble set ←E { }; Training 3. New Classifier Required ←true; 4. E ←{ }; 5. Get data chunk T from input stream with class label 6. MaxMSE ←classification error for data set T using a classifier predicting random 7. CE i ←classification error for data set T using classifier
New Classifier Required ←false; 11.
GO TO Training 12.
Wi In line 3 of the Ensemble Building algorithm, data generated by the streaming source is stored in a data buffer and when the buffer reaches a fixed number, training data chunk size, data chunk T is formed.
For the data chunk T, error produced by a classifier predicting randomly, MaxMSE, is calculated in line 6. This value is used for classifier selection to form the ensemble set. Global set contains a list of all the historical classifiers. In line 7, data chunk T is classified by each of these classifiers and their performance is stored.
Performance of a classifier on the data chunk T is a measure of its capability to represent the current concept in the stream. If the underlying distribution in a stream had not changed, one or more of the classifiers in the global set would classify the data correctly. On the other hand, if there was a new concept in the data stream, none of the classifiers in the global set might evaluate the new data chunk correctly. This means that a new classifier has to be added to the system. This is the basis on which a new classifier is added to the global set. In lines 8-13, error of each classifier is compared with Permitted Error. Permitted error is the acceptable error threshold for the given data domain. If a classifier performs better than Permitted Error, it means that the system already has the knowledge to represent the current concept. So no classifier is added to the global set.
If none of the classifiers pass the test in above step, an ensemble set is formed in line 14-19. MaxMSE and AcceptanceFactor are used to select the classifiers for ensemble set, E. Error produced by a classifier is inversely proportional to the performance of the classifier for the data chunk T. So the difference between MaxMSE and the error produced by a classifier is assigned as the weight of the classifier in the ensemble set. This punishes poor classifiers by assigning less weight. Ensemble's ability to represent the current concept in the stream is evaluated in line 20-24. If it evaluates correctly control jumps to the beginning of Training phase.
If ensemble set also fails, a new classifier is added to the global set in line 25-29. A new classifier is built because the system has not seen this concept historically. So this new classifier is independent of all other classifiers already existing in the system. This independence makes the ensemble set approach stronger.
Whenever labeled data is available, Training phase is run continuously on the data stream. At the end of each Training phase an ensemble set is formed and this ensemble set is used for Testing. If a call is made to Testing phase, the latest ensemble is used to evaluate the data. The testing phase continues until next set of labeled data arrives. At this point Training starts again.
Experimental Results
A real life data set, Nursery from UCI repository [7] is used to demonstrate our approach. Data points belong to 5 different classes. Amongst them, there are only 2 records belonging to class "recommend". Since they are outliers, we remove these two data points and hence it becomes a four-class problem. This data set contains 8 attributes and a class attribute. W. Peng et. al. use this data set for a concept drift problem and induce artificial drift in this data set [11] . Artificial concept drift is introduced by changing the value of an attribute through out the data set in a consistent way. To achieve to this an attribute value is shuffled, for example, an attribute is changed as x 1 → x 2 → ... → x n → x 1 . For instance, Nursery data set has an attribute parents whose values are usual, pretentious and great pret. Shuffling is achieved by changing all the tuples whose attribute value for parents is usual to pretentious. Also all tuples with pretentious is changed to great pret and great pret to usual. While doing so, the class label is kept intact. In addition to using this, we also shuffle the attributes in the opposite directions. But a particular attribute is either rotated in clock wise or anti-clock wise direction and not in both directions. We generate a data stream by repeating the nursery data set. In this stream, one of the 8 attributes is shuffled at regular intervals. Depending on the attribute chosen, concept in the stream drifts mildly from the previous state or a new concept appears.
Classifier: We use a decision tree as the base classifier. Decision trees are constructed using basic ideas of ID3 algorithm. A single classifier is unlikely to learn the entire data set because there are multiple concepts present within the data set. But still to appreciate the approach of ensemble classifiers, comparison is made between our approach and that of building a single classifier for the entire data set. Training is done in three different ways. In Method 1, a classifier is built for the entire data set. In the Method 2 a new classifier is built whenever a major concept drift takes place. There are minor drifts available within this major drift. Method 3 is our ensemble approach where a classifier is built on a relatively smaller data chink size and classification is done using ensemble of classifiers rather then using a single classifier. 
Figure 1. Ensemble Vs Single classifier
From figure 1 it can be seen that Method 1 almost classifies all the data points wrongly. This is because a single classifier cannot represent more than one concept. Method 2 too performs poorly owing to the fact that it is not able to capture internal drifts with a major drift. Method 3, our ensemble approach, produces significantly less error. So, if a data contains multiple concepts, an ensemble approach can represent this data much better than a single classifier.
Each individual classifier in the global set is built from a datastream chunk of size 400. If large data chunks are used, internal drift in the data gets lost. At the same time, if the data chunk size is too small, it does not get necessary information to build a classifier. Figure 2 shows classification error (performance measure) of the system for different data chunk sizes. Experiments are run with different samples of data set and the values shown are a consolidation of this. This is the same for all the following experimental results. Figure 2 shows that error is large for very large data chunk size and also for very small data chunk. Figure 3 shows how the systems performance varies with AcceptanceFactor. As mentioned above, AcceptanceFactor takes a value between 0 and 1. A value of zero means only those classifiers which are perfectly classifying the data will participate in ensemble and a value of one means all classifiers participate in ensemble. If this value is high, many erroneous classifiers are included in the system and would produce a poor performance. At the same time, if it is too less, either none or very few classifiers qualify which makes the ensemble set weak. Empirically we choose a value of 0.4 as AcceptanceFactor for "nursery" data set. For our data set, performance improvement achieved by using an AcceptanceFactor is very little. But due to the ability of AcceptanceFactor to filter noisy classifiers, it will be useful in a noisy environment. 
Figure 3. AcceptanceFactor Vs Performance
Permitted error is inversely proportional to the drift tracking capability of the system. If it is very high, system is capable of tolerating a high value of error and hence the system does not sense minor drifts in the data. If this value is very low, the system cannot tolerate much error and new classifiers are added to the system for even modeling the noise. Figure 4 shows how classification error and number of classifiers built by the system vary with Permitted error. Although the system has very small error value for low Permitted Error, it builds too many classifiers. This is an indication that the system does not learn the data stream but memorizes it. On the other hand, for larger values of Permitted error, greater than 0.15, number of classifiers is small, but the performance is bad. This is because the system is not capable of tracking drifts in the concept. An optimum value is chosen empirically from figure 4 above and for nursery data a value of .05 (5% error) is chosen as Permitted error. 
Figure 4. Permitted Error Vs Performance
Vital feature of our systems is its ability to remember historic concepts and to use them when a concept reoccurs. Some concepts repeat, some are very close to an earlier concept and some are distinctly different from earlier concepts. In figure 5 , X-axis represents the number of data points in the stream. Y-axis represents the number of classifiers built by the system for each concept drift. It can be observed from the figure that the number of classifiers built by the system for each concept drift is not the same. When a new concept appears in the stream, a relatively large number of classifiers are built; but when a concept mildly drifts from the existing concept or a concept reoccurs, fewer classifiers are built. This shows that our system does not relearn if a historic concept reappears.
When building an ensemble set each classifier is assigned a distinct weight depending on its ability to classify the current concept. This gives more importance to good classifiers than the poor ones. Ensemble set is built with and without weights and the performance of the system is analyzed in figure 6 . System behaves better when classifiers are weighted. The performance improvement achieved by using weights is smaller for nursery data set. This difference is expected to be significant in a noisy environment. 
Figure 6. Effect of Ensemble weights
Performance of the system is measured in a recurring streaming environment and is represented in figure 7 . There is not much variation in the performance of the system throughout the stream. This is an indication that the system is capable of tracking the concept at a fast rate and also the system is performing consistently. As mentioned earlier, global set contains classifiers representing multiple concepts. Not all the classifiers participate in the classification process at a time. If there are distinctly different concepts, the set of classifiers used for the classification of these two concepts might be mutually exclusive. During classification, each concept is represented by a set of classifiers from the global set. If two concepts are totally different, the set of classifiers representing them is distinct and they don't share any classifier. But if one concept is a minor drift from another concept then the two classifier set has one or many common classifiers. We show this by analyzing the utilization of global set during different concepts. This is shown in figures 8, 9, 10 and 11. The classifiers in the global set are numbered and the number of times each classifier is used during the classification of a particular concept is represented as utilization. Concept 1, 3, and 5 are distinctly different concepts. From the figure it can be seen that the classifiers numbered 0-12 participate for classifying concept 1, 13-54 for concept 4 and 55-114 for concept 5. Concepts 1, 3 and 5 are distinctly different from each other. Concept 4 and concept 3 are closely related concepts. So it can be seen that, to represent concept 3 a lot classifiers used for concept 4 are used. 
Conclusion
We have proposed a classifier system for stream data mining using ensemble approach. This system is capable of performing any-time classification, learning in one scan and detecting drift in the underlying concept. The important issue of detecting recurring concept drifts has been solved by us for the situations similar to the dataset used. When there is a recurrent concept drift our system uses much of the already learnt information rather than learning it anew. Success of our approach has been demonstrated with the experimental results with the test dataset. It is assumed that it is always possible to retrieve class label of the incoming data by incurring extra cost. In a domain like weather prediction, this assumption does not hold good. A mechanism has to be derived to determine the goodness of a classifier without labeled data.
